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Announcing:	
AIIS proudly announces that it was listed among the best 
think tanks in the world according to the 2014 Global 
Go To Think Tank Index Report authored by James G. 
McGann, Ph.D., Director of the Think Tanks and Civil 
Societies Program at the Lauder Institute of the University 
of Pennsylvania. In the list of Think Tanks in Central and 
Eastern Europe, AIIS ranked 22nd  in the 2014 Global Go 
To Think Tank Index (GGTTI), gaining two places up the 
list from the previous year.  In terms of sectorial focus, AIIS 
ranks 85th in the global ranking for Defense and security 
research area and 64th in the global ranking for Foreign 
policy and international relations. 

Recognizing the quality of research and advocacy of the 
AIIS and collecting the positive feedback from peers, 
the Index acknowledges for the fourth year in a row the 
professionalism and impact of AIIS work. More than 3500 
experts from academia, civil society and decision making 
institutions participated in the process of nominating and 
then ranking institutions worldwide in this one of a kind 
exercise that has become a reference point for those who 
seek to understand the standing of think tanks whether by 
geographical or thematic classification.  

The ranking is organized on a yearly basis by Think Tanks 
and Civil Society Programs  at the University of Pennsylvania, 
which conducts research on the role policy institutes play 
in governments and civil societies around the world.. This 
year’s report was published on January 22, 2015.  AIIS is the 
only Albanian think-tank to appear in the ranking. 

The full report is available at: http://repository.upenn.edu/
cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1008&context=think_tanks

(Continued on page 2)

Selected findings: How does the current 
institutional design affect citizens’ stands over issues 
of democracy, market economy, equal opportunities, 
social protection and solidarity? What are citizens’ 
views on the welfare state? 
What general principles are 
at the centre of citizens’ 
answers throughout 
the survey and how can 
they be generalized on a 
societal level? These are 
some general issues this 
executive summery will try 
to touch upon. 

‘It is a partial democracy 
we live in’: 
The majority of the 
Albanians citizens we interviewed (72 percent) 
believe that they live in a partial democracy, or what 
scholars have defined as a hybrid regime. Whether 
the answer is “Albania is more democratic than non 
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GUESTS:
ERION KULLSI, Intern- Erjon is 
a MA student at the European 
University of Tirana studying on 
the subject ‘Security Matters”. He 
joined the AIIS projects logistic 
team and learned about the process 
of research projects that involve 
national polling. 

ARTESILA JAKU Intern- Artesila is a 
graduate of the University of Tirana, 
she has finished with distinction 
the Scientific Master program of 
the Institute of European Studies 
entitled “Politics and governance 
in Europe’. Artesila previous 
experience includes data collection 
for research projects of the Tirana 
Institute for Economic Research. 

democratic” or “Albania is more 
non democratic than democratic”, 
citizens perceive the level of 
democracy in the country as being 
somewhere in between democracy 
and non democracy. Nevertheless, 
it is important to notice that a 
bigger share of respondents (43 
percent) believed that “Albania 
is more non democratic than 
democratic”.Albanian citizens’ 
perception of the regime/level 
of democracy looks consistent 
with the wide literature on hybrid 
regimes, which considerably 
relates the transition period with 
this form of regime.2 

‘We want a market economy 
but not an economy led by the 
market’: 
From respondents’ answers to 
some questions on the market 
economy, the state intervention in 
economy, the states’ regulatory role 
in economy and the states’ minimal 
role in economy, it is appropriate to 
say that citizens’ views are mostly 
trying to describe a mixed economy 
as the right economic system for 
Albania, at least in principle. Thus, 
Albanians seem supportive of an 
economy where the state is present 

to a considerable extent. When 
citizens’ were asked whether or 
not the market economy was the 
right economic system for Albania, 
the majority of respondents (65 
percent) answered that it was. 
On the following question, when 
answering whether or not the 
state in Albania should intervene 
in economy in defining prices, 
protecting certain strategic 
businesses, etc, more than 2/3rd of 
the sample (71 percent) answered 
that the state should intervene. 
Furthermore, 84 percent of 
respondents answered that they 
agreed with the statement “the 
state in Albania should regulate 
economic relations, general rules 
on competition and trade, etc”. A 
wide majority of respondents (77 
percent) did not agree with the 
statement “the state in Albania 
should intervene and be present as 
little as possible in economy as the 
market regulates itself”. 

 ‘We want a wide-sized state, 
despite our satisfaction with 
public services’ provision’:
When asked about who should 
be the main provider of some 
core public services, respondents 
were relatively consistent in their 
opinion that the state had to 
be the main provider. Thus, the 
state was the preferred provider 
starting from jobs with the lowest 
66 percent of respondents’ 
answers indicating the state 
as the main provider, and then 
going to public safety with 91 
percent of respondents’ answers 
indicating the state. For other 
services like justice, education, 
social protection, health care, 
infrastructure, electricity, water 
supply, post offices and housing 
the state was indicated as the main 
provider in between 66 and 91 
percent of respondents’ answers 

(chart 21). Furthermore (chart 
31), 70 percent to 90 percent of 
respondents answered that the 
state should ensure child care 
services, unemployment assistance, 
paid maternity leave, adequate 
health care and 91 percent 
answered that the state should 
ensure disability assistance. When 
specifically asked about education, 
health care and retirement fund 
(pensions) provision, the majority 
of respondents answered that 
education and health care in 
Albania should be “public and 
funded by general taxation”, while 
pensions should be “publicly 
managed and funded by social 
contributions, but allowing those 
who choose to do so to devote 
part of the contributions to a 
private fund”. Finally, while most 
of respondents (66 percent) 
indicate that privatization makes 
state enterprises more effective 
in providing services, even more 
respondents (72 percent) think 
that not all state enterprises in 
Albania should be privatized. It 
looks like the preferred solution 
for citizens ─ with 70 percent 
of answers ─ would be the 
application of a model where the 
state continues to be the owner 
of important enterprises while 
private companies are contracted 
only for the management part. 
 
 ‘Services should be public2 
although we are not sure if we 
are ready to pay more taxes’ 
Although, as noticed above, 
Albanians are asking for an 
omnipresent state in relation to 
public services, they are undecided 
in relation to paying more in order 
to get better/wider services. Thus, 
49 percent of respondents agreed 
that “the level of taxation should 
increase if this would bring to 

1. For some views on Central and Eastern Europe see: Elisabeth Bakke and Ingo Peters 
(eds.). 20 Years since the Fall of the Berlin Wall: Transitions, State Break-Up and Demo-
cratic Politics in Central Europe and Germany. (Berlin: BWV Berliner Wissenschafts-Ver-
lag, 2012).

2. “Public” in this context refers to the universal access to services offered by the state. 
The difference “public” versus “private” in this study is done according to the general 
understanding in Albania – the provision of services by the state which are accessible 
by everyone versus the provision of services by a private entity which are accessible 
through a certain payment fee. 

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued on page 3)
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(Continued from page 1)

better services” against 51 percent 
that disagreed with the statement. 
The majority (70 percent) agreed 
that “who earns more should pay 
more” and 62 percent disagreed 
that “income taxes should have 
a fixed rate despite the level of 
incomes”. From respondents’ 
answers it could be concluded that 
citizens would prefer a progressive 
taxation in relation to the flat one 
and that the social gap is meant to 
be reduced by the higher payment/
contribution of those who earn 
more. 

“The multi-actor decision-
making on public services is 
desirable but not applied”
Citizens see a collaborative multi-
actor decision-making on public 
services as the optimal model. 
Asked on whose responsibility 
should decision-making on 
public services management 
and priorities be, more than half 
of respondents (58 percent) 
answered that such decisions 
should be taken by “both experts/
policymakers and the general 
public or community groups 
which benefit and contribute to 
these services”. From the rest 
of respondents, 1/4th answered 
that the “community and the 
general public should be much 
more involved in shaping these 
services while indicating priorities 
to policymakers”. When people 
were asked on who should be 
responsible for taking important 
decisions on wages, working hours 
and workers’ rights in Albania, 
a wide majority of respondents 
(61 percent) answered that the 
“government and policymakers 
in collaboration with the trade 
unions” should be responsible 
for this. Furthermore, 1/5th of 
respondents answered that these 
decisions should be “mainly 
discussed and decided by trade 
unions while the government and 
policymakers are the endpoint of 
the process or the receiving end”. 
The majority of citizens feel like 
having little or no influence in 
decision-making on a national and/
or local level. Thus, 80 percent of 

respondents answered that they 
have “little” or “no influence” over 
the local level decision-making 
process and 89 percent answered 
in the same way over the national 
level decision-making process. 
In the same way, trade unions’ 
activity in Albania is generally 
unknown by citizens ─ a detail that 
tells a lot about their low public 
engagement. Thus, 86 percent of 
respondents were not able to agree 
or disagree with the statement that 
trade unions today are “active and 
effective in supporting workers’ 
rights”.

“We want a fairer society and 
more solidarity” 
Judging from this survey, it looks 
like the majority of Albanian 
citizens wants to live in a society 
that provides considerable social 
protection and that is lead by 
solidarity. This was first visible 
when respondents were asked 
to define a fair society and they 
were mainly divided between two 
statements: that in a fair society 
“who pays more gets more, but 
certain disadvantaged segments of 
society should be assisted by the 
state” and “no one is left without 
basic public services despite their 
ability to contribute” ─ with both 
of the statements being indicated 
by 36 percent of respondents 
each. Furthermore, when asked 

specifically on the unemployment 
assistance in Albania, a large 
majority of respondents (83 
percent) answered that the 
current allocated sum per 
household was too small. The 
other two options ─ where the 
unemployment assistance is 
stated as high or as about right ─ 
got some insignificant indication 
percentages compared to the above 
option. 
Albanian citizens are very keen 
on having an active and wide-
sized state that takes care of 
many aspects of citizens’ lives. 
The majority of respondents 
(from 72 percent to 91 percent) 
also want the state to be active 
in providing services to disabled 
and disadvantaged people, 
working parents, poor families, 
retired people, etc. Moreover, 
43 percent of respondents think 
that the Albanian state should 
“have an active redistribution 
role in lowering the rich-poor 
gap” and 35 percent think that 
it should “moderately engage in 
redistribution policies”. Only 12 
percent of respondents think that 
“the rich poor gap is not a matter 
the state should be dealing with”.

For more information please 
contact the AIIS Researcher and 
co-author of this report Sashenka 
Lleshaj at slleshaj@aiis-albania.org
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OUR EVENTS: Other activities 
and contributions: 
In February of this year, AIIS 

Deputy Director Alba Cela, 
took part in the Friedrich Ebert 
organized conference: “Youth in 
East Europe (YEE)- Challenges and 
Perspectives in Times of Transition”. 
Cela is one of the authors of the 
Albania Youth Study, edition of 2011 
and forthcoming edition of 2015. 

On 13 January 2015, AIIS hosted the Foreign Policy Forum lecture 
‘Talking today’s Kosova: domestic and foreign policy’ by 

Hashim Thaci former Prime Minister of Kosova and current Deputy 
prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs of the republic of 
Kosova. Mr Thaci gave the opportunity to the audience to engage in 
any questions and discussions about the new realities of domestic 
politics in Kosova as well as on the future of the talks with Belgrade 
and Kosva’s integration perspective. 

On March 31, 2015 AIIS organized the Foreign Policy Forum “The 
European perspective of Albania and the Western Balkans: 

A view from the Netherlands”. Ambassador Dewi van der Weert.  
“The Netherlands has been critical of Albania’s readiness for the 
candidate status in the past. And we still are,” the ambassador said, 
citing problems with the proper functioning of political dialogue, 
the functioning and independence of the judiciary, corruption as 
well as media freedoms and independence.“It is clear that a lot of 
work remains to be done before the opening of negotiations could 
realistically come into sight,” the ambassador said. “The countries of 
the Western Balkans all have a genuine prospect of EU accession – 
their integration in the EU will contribute to regional and European 
stability – but they are responsible for determining the pace of their 
accession,” Van de Weerd said.

In the context of the project ‘European Forum’ AIIS organized a 
series of lectures at the Public University of Elbasan ‘Aleksander 

Xhuvani’ on March 16, 2015. The event was saluted by AIIS Deputy 
Director, Jorgji Qirjako who also explained the objectives of the 
project. Prof. Dr. Gjergji Sinani spoke on “The concept of subsidiary 
and of completion as the basis of the functioning behind European 
institutions.”  

AIIS Researcher, Ebi Spahiu, 
talked on Balkan Magazine, a 

program of Ora News TV, about the 
Islamic State, its global and regional 
impact and how the countries of 
the Western Balkans are and can be 
affected in the future.

AIIS Deputy Director, Alba 
Cela, spoke for Top Channel 

afternoon show ‘Pasdite ne 
TopChannel” on the issue of youth 
migration from Albania. She 
discussed some of the findings in 
comparison from the Albania Youth 
Study 2011 and the upcoming one 
2015, for which she is one of the 
authors. The youth studies are 
organized an published by Friedrich 
Ebert Albania.

Announcing:	
AIIS has a new virtual 
home. This new page is 
being supported by the 
Think Tank Program, 
of the Open Society 
Foundations. Come pay 
us a visit in at  
www.aiis-albania.org
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- PRINCIPI I PAPËRCAKTUESHMËRISË NJERËZORE 
- TREGJET FINANCIARE 

- SHOQËRIA E HAPUR 
- KAPITALIZMI KUNDREJT SHOQËRISË SË HAPUR 

- RRUGA QË KEMI PËRPARA

Në tetor 2009, dhashë një seri leksionesh në Budapest, 
nën përkujdesjen e Universitetit të Europës Qendrore, institut 
ndërkombëtar pasuniversitar i shkencave humane dhe atyre  
sociale, të cilin e themelova mbas rënies së sistemit sovjetik, më 
1991.

Në leksionin Një dhe Dy përmblidhet një jetë e tërë përvoje 
dhe re�leksioni. Kam shtjelluar me hollësi kuadrin konceptual që 
më ka udhëhequr në biznes e në �ilantropi, si dhe e kam aplikuar 
ndaj turbullirave të tanishme të tregjeve �inanciare. Në leksionet 
Tre dhe Katër eksplorohet ajo çka është, për mua, një fushë më e 
re – çështje të vlerave etike e të pushtetit politik dhe raporti mes 
tyre. Në leksionin e fundit janë paraqitur parashikime të tilla dhe 
zgjidhje që bën të mundura kuadri im konceptual.

Qëllimi im është ambicioz. Konsiston në atë se ky kuadër 
konceptual duhet të jetë baza e një kuptueshmërie më të mirë të 
çështjeve njerëzore. Nëse ia kam arritur ose jo, këtë do ta gjykojë 
lexuesi. Shpresoj që idetë e mia do të priten me po atë frymë 
mendimi kritik në të cilën janë paraqitur e jo si ndonjëfarë dogme. 

George Soros
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“TraGjedia e BaShkimiT euroPian”

“kur flitet për daljen e evropës nga kriza e euros, Xhorxh Sorosi 
i bazon argumentet e tij te mësimet që dalin nga historia. ai 
argumenton se ashtu siç iu desh të mësonte të reagonte në rrethana të 
jashtëzakonshme, duke marrë masa të jashtëzakonshme, ndërkohë 
që jetonte në fshehtësi në Budapest, edhe politikanët evropianë 
sot duhet të veprojnë në të njëjtën mënyrë. “Gjatë kohërave të 
jashtëzakonshme nuk mund të zbatohen rregulla normale. Por 
kur rregullat janë të gabuara, ato duhen ndryshuar ose shkelur” – 
thotë Sorosi duke iu referuar përvojave të tij gjatë pushtimit nazist. 
Sorosi argumenton se është e gabuar dhe çorientuese t’u qepemi me 
kokëfortësi rregullave të miratuara dikur për bashkimin monetar, 
nëse këto rregulla janë të papërshtatshme. ai ka mësuar edhe 
diçka tjetër dhe thotë: të reagohet me shpejtësi dhe të përballemi 
drejtpërsëdrejti me rreziqet dhe zhvillimet negative, pavarësisht sa 
e pakëndshme mund të jetë një gjë e tillë. Fjalët e tij janë një sulm 
i drejtpërdrejtë kundër strategjisë presim-e-shohim që kancelarja 
merkel po ndjek aktualisht ndaj krizës së euros.”
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Elez Biberaj, që nga viti 2005 është drejtor i Drejtorisë së Euro-Azisë në Zërin 
e Amerikës. Ai është përgjegjës për planifikimin, drejtimin dhe zhvillimin e 
programeve të Zërit të Amerikës në gjuhën ruse, ukrainase, armene, gjeorgjiane, 
shqipe, boshnjake, maqedonase dhe serbe. Ai është lauruar me gradën e Doktorit të 
Shkencave Politike në Universitetin e Kolumbias.

Biberaj, krahas këtij libri, është autor i librave: Albania: A Socialist Maverick 
(WestviewPress 1990), Albania and China: A Study of an Unequal Alliance 
(WestviewPress 1986), botuar në shqip me titullin Shqipëria dhe Kina – një aleancë e 
pabarabartë (AIIS, 2014) dhe Albania in Transition: The Rocky Road to Democracy 
(WestviewPress 1998), botuar në shqip me titullin Shqipëria në tranzicion - rruga e 
vështirë drejt demokracisë (AIIS, 2012). Ai ka botuar artikuj edhe te Encyclopedia 
Britannica, Conflict Studies, Problems of Communism, Survey, The World Today, 
East European Quarterly, The Wall Street Journal/Europe, etj. 

Dr Biberaj filloi punën në shërbimin e gjuhës shqipe të Zërit të Amerikës në vitin 
1980. Nga viti 1982 e deri në vitin 1986, ai punoi në Departamentin e Shtypit të ish-
Agjencisë së Informacionit të SHBA-së, si autor shkrimesh dhe redaktor kryesor, i 
specializuar për problemet sovjetike dhe të Evropës Lindore. Dr Biberaj u rikthye 
te Zëri i Amerikës si Shef i Shërbimit Shqip në vitin 1986 dhe për 18 vjet ndihmoi 
transformimin e atij shërbimi në një nga njësitë më të suksesshme të Zërit të Amerikës.

Çmimi: 1500 lekë
9 789928 195036

Our magazine Europa latest issue:

‘Europa’ magazine is an novel and pioneering publication 

targeting Albanian readers with the aim of encouraging a 

new, involving and critical approach to European integration, 

providing more space to promotion of European values including 

arts and culture as well as featuring thoughtful analysis on 

current developments within the EU. The magazine promotes 

critical thinking, open debate and provides the reader with a fresh 

perspective on both current events and more general trends. For 

subscriptions , inquiries and advertising please contact 

aiis@aiis-albania.org 

Follow us on Twitter: 
#AIIS_Albania

B O T I M  I  ‘ S H T Ë P I A  E  E U R O P Ë S ’  &  I N S T I T U T I T  T E  S T U D I M E V E  N D E R K O M B E TA R E
VITI I TRETË I BOTIMIT NR. 8 / 2015 / ÇMIMI: 500 LEKË

– ALBA CELA – ANDI BALLA – ALBERT RAKIPI – ANDREJ STUCHLIK – BEN ANDONI – BETIM MUÇO 
– BETIM MUÇO – BRET STEPHENS – CARL BILDT  – DHIMITËR GJODEDE – EDUARD J. SHEEHY – ENDRI XHAFO 
– EMA BUTKA – ERKA GODO  – ELISA ÇARKA – FLORIAN BIEBER – FLORIAN RAUNING – GJERGJ SINANI 
– HENRIK ENDERLEIN – JAVIER SOLANA – KAROLINA KOWALSKA – KLAJDA GJOSHA – LUC BESSON 
– LULJETA DANO – LYUDMILA ULITSKAYA – NESA LLAPASHTICA – PHILIPPE LEGRAIN – PLUTON VASI 
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